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Let R be a commutative ring containing a regular element and let T be the 
total quotient ring of R. If F is an invertible ideal of R, then F has a finite 
basis; this result was originally proved by Krull in [12] for the case when R 
is an integral domain with identity, and Krull’s proof generalizes to the case 
of a ring containing a regular element. In the classical case when R is a 
Dedekind domain, F has a basis of two elements, one of which can be chosen 
arbitrarily from the set of nonzero elements of F [lo]. However, S. Chase 
has given examples which show that for any positive integer n 2 3, there 
exists a Noetherian integral domain Jn with identity containing an invertible 
ideal with n, but no fewer, generators. 
In Section 1 we show that either of the following conditions is sufficient 
in order that an invertible ideal A of a commutative ring R with identity have 
a basis of two elements: (1) A is principal over A2. (2) A 3 ( uh AM,), where 
{MA} is the set of maximal ideals of R containing A. Also, there is a brief 
consideration in Section 1 when one of a set of two generators for A can be 
chosen arbitrarily from the set of nonzero elements of A. In Section 2, we 
consider invertible ideals of a Priifer domain D. Several known results 
concerning Prtifer domains indicate plausibility of the conjecture that each 
finitely generated ideal of D has a basis of two elements. We do not resolve 
this conjecture in Section 2, but we do show that conditions (1) and (2) above 
are equivalent, even in the local case, in D, and we give additional sufficient 
conditions, in terms of valuation ideals, in order that a fixed finitely generated 
ideal of D have a basis of two elements. It is clear, of course, that Chase’s 
domains J,, are not Prtifer. In Section 3 we indicate a general construction of 
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Prtifer domains, and by means of this construction we give an example which 
(a) shows that none of the sufficient conditions given in Sections 1 and 2 in 
order that an invertible ideal have a basis of two elements are necessary, and 
(b) answers in the negative a question raised by Matlis in [15, p. 1511. 
All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative. 
1. INVERTIBLE IDEALS OF A COMMUTATIVE RING 
We begin with a general result concerning generating sets of an ideal. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that A and B are finitely generated ideals of a ring R 
such that A = A2 + B. If B has a basis of n elements, then A has a basis of 
n + 1 elements. 
Proof. In R/B, A/B is a finitely generated ideal such that (A/B)2 = 
(A2 + B/B) = (A/B). Hence, A/B is principal and is generated by an 
idempotent element e + B [16, pp, 174-51. It follows that if {bi}T is a basis 
of B, then {b, ,..., b, , e} is a basis of A. 
THEOREM Il. Let A be an invertible proper ideal of a ring R with identity 
ad let W?AEn be the set of maximal ideals of R which contain A. If 
A 3 U,,AM,, , then A is generated over A2 by a single element. Therefore, A 
has a basis of two elements. 
Proof. We choose x E A, x 4 (U AMJ. Then xA-l g M,, for any h in fl. 
Therefore A + xA-l is an ideal of R contained in no maximal ideal of R. 
Hence A + xA-l = R and A2 + (x) = A. 
Remark 1. If  A and R are as in Theorem 1 and if {P,},,s is the set of all 
maximal ideals of R, it is straightforward to show that A 3 (lJOes AP,) if and 
only if A is principal. This result will not carry over to the case when A is 
assumed only to be finitely generated. For example, the maximal ideal M of a 
one-dimensional local domain need not be principal, but it is true that 
MI MS. 
THEOREM 2. If A is an invertible ideal of a ring R with identity and if 
{Bi}F is a$nite collection of proper ideals of R, then A 3 (uy=, AB,). 
Proof. Each Bi is contained in a maximal ideal iVfi of R. Hence, it suffices 
to prove the theorem in the case when the Bi’s are distinct maximal ideals of R. 
Then for any j, Mi p (&+i Mi). S’ mce A is invertible, AM, 2 A(nizj Mi). 
1 This result was stated without proof by the first author in [4, p. 3371. 
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For each j between 1 and n, we choose ai E A(r)i+i Mi), aj 4 AM,. If 
a = & a1, then a E A and for any j between 1 and n, a = aj f  O(AM,). 
Therefore, A r> (&, ABJ. 
COROLLARY 1 .2 If A is an invertible ideal of a ring R with identity such that 
A is contained in only Jinitely many maximal ideals of R, then A has a basis of 
two elements. 
Proof. Apply Theorems 1 and 2. 
COROLLARY 2. (Helms [9]) I f  A is an invertible ideal of a semiquasilocal 
ring R, then A is principal. 
Proof. Use Remark 1 and Theorem 2. 
In [15, p. 1511, Matlis raises this question: If A is an invertible ideal of an 
integral domain R with identity such that A is contained in only finitely many 
maximal ideals of R, is any nonzero element of A one of a set of two generators 
of A ? In Section 3 we give an example which shows that the answer to this 
question is “no.” However, the answer to a form of Matlis’ question is true, 
namely 
THEOREM 3. Suppose a E A, an invertible ideal of the ring R with identity, 
and suppose that a belongs to only Jinitely many maximal ideals of R. Then there 
exists an element b in A for which A = (a, b). 
Proof. If a = 0, then R is semiquasilocal and the result follows from 
Corollary 2. If (a) = A, the conclusion is obvious. In the remaining case, there 
is a proper ideal B of R such that (a) = AB. Since (a) C B, there are only 
finitely many maximal ideals Ml, M2 ,..., M, of R which contain B. By 
Theorem 2 there is an element b of A such that b $ (& AM,). We have 
(b) = AC for some ideal C not contained in any Mi . Thus (a, b) = (a) + (b) = 
A(B - C) = A, for B + C is contained in no maximal ideal of R and hence 
is equal to R. 
In Section 3 we shall show that neither of the following conditions is 
necessary in order that an invertible ideal A of a ring R with identity have a 
basis of two elements: (1) There is an element x in A such that A = A2 + (x); 
(2) A 1 UEA AMA), where W~>A.A is the set of maximal ideals of R which 
contain A. Results of this section show that either (1) or (2) is sufficient to 
imply that A has a basis of two elements. 
Before proceeding farther, we outline a construction, for n > 3, of a domain 
J,, with identity such that Jn contains an invertible ideal with a basis of n, but 
a This result is stated as Corollary 2.5 of [15]. We may have been aware of its validity 
before Matlis was (cf. footnote 1). 
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no fewer, generators. Our construction is due to Chase, although Chase never 
published the result; the example has been cited at least twice in the literature 
[l, p. 5411, [25, p. 2701. 
Let K be the field of real numbers, let D, = K[X, ,..., X,J, and let 
R, = D,/A, where A is the principal ideal of D, generated byf(X, ,..., X,) = 
Xl2 + ..e + Xn2 - 1. f is prime in D, so that R, is an integral domain with 
identity. (In fact, R, is a UFD for any field K in which -1 is not a square, 
see [23, p. 1651, [25, p. 2731.) If E, = K({XiXj}19i,iG,J and if J,, = 
(En + 4/A = Edf-% , In is a Noetherian domain with identity and is the 
desired example. If B is the ideal of Jn generated by {XIXi}rGiGn, B is 
invertible since B2 = (X12). In [25, pp. 270-2711, Swan shows that the Jn- 
submodule of R, generated by {X1 ,..., Xfl} has no basis of fewer than n 
elements, and it then follows immediately that B has no J,-module basis (i.e., 
no ideal basis) of fewer than n elements. 
2. INVERTIBLE IDEALS OF A PROFER DOMAIN 
A Priifer domain is defined to be an integral domain with identity in which 
each nonzero finitely generated ideal is invertible. Among integral domains J 
with identity, Priifer domains are characterized by the property that Jp is a 
valuation ring for each prime P of J [14]. There are several results which 
might indicate that a finitely generated ideal of a Priifer domain has a basis of 
two elements. We cite the following, where J denotes an integral domain with 
identity : 
I f  each nonze~o ideal of / with a basis of two elements is invertible, then J is a 
Prtife domain [21, p. 61. 
If J is Priifer and if the prime ideal P of J is the radical of a$nitely generated 
ideal, then P is the radical of an ideal with a basis of two elements. 
The global case of the second statement is a consequence of Theorem 4 
in [7, p. 2881; a proof of the local case is the following: 
Suppose that P is the radical of the finitely generated ideal A and let {MA) 
be the set of maximal ideals of J which don’t contain P. If J’ = Jp n [fin IMA), 
we observe that PJ’ is a maximal ideal of J’. To prove this statement it 
suffices to show, since each prime ideal of J’ is the extension of a prime ideal 
of J [4, p. 3331, that QJ’ = J’ for any prime ideal Q of J properly containing 
P. Thus if x EQ - P and if B = A + (x), the B-transform is contained in 
J’ [7, p. 2831 so that BJ’ = J’ and Qr = J’ also. It follows that Pj’ is 
maximal in J’ and is the radical of the finitely generated ideal AJ’. By 
Corollary 1, A]’ has a basis {a, b} of two elements. But PJ’ = P by [7; 
p. 2851 so that a, b E P and P = d{a, b}J. 
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The following generalization of the result just proved can be established 
in similar manner: 
If A is a finitely generated ideal of a Priifer domain J, having only finitely 
many minimal prime ideals, then the radical of A is the radical of an ideal 
with a basis of two elements. Throughout the remainder of this section we use 
the letter D to denote a Priifer domain. 
Remark 2. It is shown in [7, p, 2231 that if A and B are finitely generated 
nonzero ideals of D with bases of n and m elements, respectively, then 
A n B and A : B are finitely generated and have bases of n + m and m(n + m) 
elements, respectively.3 The proof of this result in [7] rests on a theorem due 
to Jensen [lo, p. 931, h h h w ic s ows that among integral domains /with iden- 
tity, Priifer domains are characterized by the fact that (X + Y)(X n Y) = XY 
for any two ideals X, Y of J. From this equality, it follows easily that if 
{Fi}%, is a finite collection of nonzero finitely generated fractional ideals 
of D, then FI + F, + *** + F, = (nyC1 F%:‘)-l. In particular, if y1 ,..., yn are 
nonzero elements of K, then (yl ,..., y,J = [n~sl (xi)]-l, where xi = y;’ for 
each i. Thus, to show that each invertible fractional ideal of D has a basis 
of two elements, one must show, equivalently, that for any nonzero elements 
x1 ,..., x, of K, nyZ1 (xi) is an intersection of two principal fractional ideals 
of D. 
If .$ is a nonzero element of K, the quotient field of D, then we denote by 
A, the ideal of D consisting of all elements x of D such that xl E D. If t = a/b 
where a, b ED, then A, = (a) : (b) = (f-l) r\ D. Thus by Lemma 2, A, has 
a basis of two elements. One wonders if each nonzero ideal of D with a basis 
of two elements is of the form A,. We show later that this is not the case, but 
first we consider conditions under which a finitely generated ideal is of the 
form A,. 
LEMMA 3. If A is a proper ideal of a ring R with identity and if (MA} is the 
set of maximal ideals of R which contain A, then any ideal of R contained in 
Un Mh is contained in some M,, . Therefore the set of maximal ideals of Rs , 
where S = R - (UA M,), is the set of extensions of the M,,‘s to RS . If R is an 
integral domain, then Rs = (jA RMA . 
Proof. If B is an ideal of R which is contained in no Mh , then A + B = R 
so that a+b= 1 for some aEA, DEB. Then ~EB-((V~MJ. The 
statement concerning the maximal ideals of Rs is then immediate. The last 
s A better bound on the number of generators of A : B is mn + 1; this follows 
from the fact that A : B = AB-l n D. Q uentel in [22, p. 6591 has recently observed 
that if J is an integral domain with identity and if the intersection of any two finitely 
generated ideals of J is finitely generated, then the quotient of any two finitely generated 
ideals of J is also finitely generated. 
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assertion of the lemma follows from the facts that R, = fiA (RslMnRs in 
case R is an integral domain, and that (Rs)MARs == RMA . 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a proper Jinitely generated ideal of D, let {M,) be the 
set of maximal ideals of D which contain A, and let S = D - (uA MA). These 
conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A 1 WA AMA). 
(2) A is of the form A, . 
(3) ADs is principal. 
Proof. (1) + (2): If a E A - (lJA AM,,), we can write (a) = AB for 
some ideal B of D which is contained in no n/l, . Hence, A + B = D and 
u + v = 1 for some u E A, v E B. We observe that A = (a) : (v) = Aalr . 
That A _C (u) : (v) is clear, and if xw E (a), then x = x11 + xv E A so that 
equality holds, A = (u) : (v). 
(2) + (3): If A = A, = (4-l) n D, then AD, = (E-l) D, n D, . Also 
for any A, [-‘DMh n DMA = ADMA, and since DMA is a valuation ring, it 
follows that f-l E DMA for each A. Therefore, 5-l E nA DMA , and Lemma 2 
shows that nA DMA = Ds . Hence AD, = e-lD, n D, = [-lDs, and (3) 
holds. 
(3) ---f (1): Let AD, = aD, , where a E A. For any A, M,,D, is a proper 
ideal of Ds so that a $ (aD,)(M,D,) = (AD,)(M,D,) = AM,,D, . Therefore, 
a E A - ((J,, AM,,) and our proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3. If A is a proper finitely generated ideal of D which is 
contained in only finitely many maximal ideals, then A is of the form A, . 
COROLLARY 4. ([2, p. 121). If D is a Dedekind domain, then each nonzero 
ideal of D is of the form A, . 
If J is a domain with identity having quotient field L, an ideal A of / is 
said to be a valuation ideal provided there is a valuation ring V between J 
and L and an ideal B of V such that A = B n J; this is equivalent to the 
assertion that AV n J = A. We use the fact that if D is Priifer and if (Pa} 
is the set of prime ideals of D distinct from D, then {D,,} is the collection of 
valuation rings between D and K [14, p. 5541. Hence, each valuation v on K 
which is nonnegative on D is uniquely determined by its center P, on D. 
We say, in this case, that v is associated with the prime ideal P, . 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that D is a semiquasilocul domain with maximal ideals 
MI , M, ,..., M,, . If d is a nonzero element of n/l;nM,n...nM,, then 
dDMl n D 2 nL2 (dDMj n D). 
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Proof. We consider two cases. 
Case 1. M1 is a minimal prime ideal of(d). Then dDMI n D is &-primary. 
Further dDMt n D is a valuation ideal and hence 2/(dDMs n D) = P, is 
prime in D for 2 < i < n [27, p. 3421. No Mi contains MI, and hence 
MI $ Pi for 2 < i < n. Hence, there are no containment relations between 
MI and Pi. This implies that MI + Pi = D for 2 < i < n, so that 
Ml + (pz n a** n P,,) = D. Because 
l/PM1 n D> = Ml and l/W,, n D) = Pi , 
it follows that (dDMI n D) + [nFz”=2 (dDMs n D)] = D. In particular, 
dDMl n D ib nZs (dDM4 n D). 
Case 2. MI is not a minimal prime ideal of(d). Then M, 1 PI , a minimal 
prime of (d). We choose in this case an element x E MI , x 4 PI , x $ (U& MJ. 
Then v,(d/x) = oi(d) - q(x) = v,(d) > 0 for 2 < i < n. And since 
dDMI C P,DMI C xDMI C M,DMI , d/x E DMI also. Hence, 
d/x E (A dDM‘) n D, = /j (dD,, n D). 
i=2 i=2 
Yet (d/x)/d = l/x $ D since x E M. Therefore, d/x $ (d) = n& (d&$ n D), 
implying that d/x $ dDMI n D. Hence, dDMI n D 2 fib2 (dDMi n D). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that A is an ideal of D which is a$nite intersection 
of valuation ideals. Then A is a Jinite intersection of valuation ideals associated 
with maximal ideals of D. If A is jinitely generated, A is contained in only 
,finitely many maximal ideals of D. 
Proof. By hypothesis, there is a finite collection {Pi}: of prime ideals of D 
such that A = 0: (AD,* n D). For each i, let Mi be a maximal ideal of D 
containing Pi . Then DMi C Dpi for each i so that 
A=fi(ADp,nD)>fi(AD,,nD)>A. 
1 1 
Therefore, A is a finite intersection of valuation ideals associated with 
maximal ideals. 
We now assume that A is finitely generated. Since ADM4 n D = D if 
A g Mi , we may assume that A C M, for 1 < i < n. We show that if M0 is a 
maximal ideal not in the set {MI ,..,, M,), then A g M,, . Thus let 
V = nEo DM6 . V is a semiquasilocal Priifer domain with n + 1 maximal 
ideals N,, , Nr ,..., N,, , where Ni = MiDM, n V = MiV and VNi = DMd for 
481/14/2-2 
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each i [17, p. 541 [IS, p. 381. A’ = n; (A+ n I’) is an ideal of V lying over 
A so that A’ = AV [4, p. 3331. Thus, A’ is principal. Furthermore, 
A’ = fi (ADMi n I’) = fi (AVD, n V) 
1 1 
= 6 (A’DMi n V) = fi (A’V,, n V). 
1 1 
Lemma 3 then implies that A’ = AV $ N,, = J&I’. Therefore, A $ M, and 
our proof of Proposition 1 is complete. 
Remark 3. If  the finitely generated ideal A of D can be represented 
as a finite intersection of valuation ideals associated with prime ideals 
Pl , p, ,**-, P,, , where A is contained in each Pi and there are no containment 
relations between distinct Pi’s, then each Pi is maximal in D and such a 
representation is unique. To prove that each Pi is maximal, suppose it is not 
and assume that Ml is a maximal ideal of D properly containing P1 . Then 
A& $ (J& Pi since there are no containment relations among the Pi’s so we 
can choose m E M1 , m $ Ural Pi . The ideal C = A + (m) is invertible, 
proper (since C c M,), and C properly contains A. Hence, there is an ideal B 
of D properly containing A such that A = BC. We have CDp, = Dpi for any i 
since m E C. Hence ADp, = BDpi for each i and B C nz, (ADpi n D) = A. 
This contradiction shows that each Pi is maximal in D. Uniqueness of the 
representation then follows from the fact, established in the proof of 
Proposition 1, that (P1 ,..., P,} is precisely the set of maximal ideals of D which 
contain A. 
THEOREM 5. In D, these statements are equivalent: 
(a) Each nonzero element of D belongs to only $nitely many maximal ideals 
of D. 
(b) Each ideal of D is a jim’te intersection of valuation ideals. 
(c) Each jnitely generated ideal of D is a finite intersection of valuation ideals. 
(d) Each principal ideal of D is a Jinite intersection of valuation ideals. 
Proof. The implications (a) + (b) + (c) -+ (d) are clear, and Proposition 1 
shows that (d) -+ (a). 
The ring of all algebraic integers is a one-dimensional Prtifer domain J in 
which each noruero finitely generated ideal is principal and is, therefore, of 
the form A, . Yet each nonunit of J belongs to uncountably many maximal 
ideals of J. 
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3. AN EXAMPLE 
We consider a nontrivial valuation v on a field L with valuation ring V of 
the form K + M where K is a field and M is the maximal ideal of V. If /is a 
domain with identity which is a subring of K, we give some properties of the 
domain Jr = J + M4. We shall not establish the truth of (a)-(e). 
(a) J1 has quotient Jield L. 
(b) The integral closure of J1 is J’ + M, where J’ is the integral closure of 
Jin K. 
(c) IfAisanidealofJ,,theneitherACMo~MCA. 
(d) The ideals of J1 which contain M are of the form B + M where B is an 
ideal of J. If S is a subset of B whichgenerates B as an ideal of J, then Sgenerates 
B + Masanidealof J1. 
(e) If B is an ideal of J, J1/(B + M) N J/B. Hence B + M is prime, 
maximal, OY primary in J1 if and only if B is, respectively, prime, maximal, or 
primary in J. 
(f) The prime ideals of J1 contained in M coincide with the prime ideals of V 
contained in M. 
Proof of (f). We must show that if PO is a prime ideal of J1 properly 
contained in M, then PO is a prime ideal of V. First, PO is an ideal of V, for 
if x E PO and y E V, then yx and y2x are in M so that y2x . x = (yx)a E P,, . 
Since PO is prime in J1 , this implies that yx E P,, . Also, P,, is prime, for if 
u, v E V and uv E P,, , then u or v is in M. If u 4 M, u is a unit of V; and 
therefore, u-luv = v E P,, since PO is an ideal of V. But if both u and e, are 
in M, then u or v is in P,, since PO is prime in J1 . 
(g) I f  P is a prime of J1 properly contained in M, (J& = V, is a valuation 
ring. If N is a multiplicative system in J, (J1)N = JN + M. 
Proof. Clearly (J& C V, . If 5 E V, , [ = a/n for some a E V, n E V - P. 
We choose m E M - P. Then a/n = amlnm with am E M C J1 and 
nm E M - P. Hence, 5 = am/rim E (JJP and V, = (I&. 
For the second half of (g), we need only show that (J& C JN + M. Thus 
if 5 E (& , 5 = (a + m)/n for some a E J, m E M, n E N. Since n is a unit 
of V, n-lrn E M. Therefore, 5 = (a/n) + mn-l E jM + M. 
’ We make the assumption that V contains an isomorphic copy of its residue field 
in order to simplify the notation; analogous results hold when / is any suhring of 
V/M and J1 is the inverse image of J under the natural mapping from V onto V/it4. 
Constructions of the type J + M are considered in [24], [8], [19], and [a. 
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(h) Jx is a valuation ring if and only if J is a valuation ring with quotient 
Jield K. J1 is a Prefer domain if and only if J is Priifer and has quotient field K. 
Proof. If J1 is a valuation ring (is Prufer) then J,/M is a valuation ring 
(is Priifer), and in either case, (J& must be a valuation ring. By (f), 
(J& = S + M, w h ere S is the quotient field of J. But a valuation ring is 
uniquely determined by its maximal ideal. Hence, S = K, and J has quotient 
field K. 
We suppose now that J is a valuation ring with quotient field K. Then J1 
is the inverse image of J under the natural homomorphism of I’ onto its 
residue field, and is therefore a valuation ring [ 18, p. 351. 
Finally, if J is Priifer and has quotient field K, then to show that J1 is 
Priifer, it suffices, in view of (g), to prove that (J1)p0 is a valuation ring 
for any prime ideal P, of J1 containing M. By(d) and (e), P,, = P + M for 
some prime ideal P of J. If S = J - P, we have (J&, 2 (J& = Js + M. 
Since J is Priifer with quotient field K, Js = Jp is a valuation ring with 
quotient field K. Hence, as we have already shown, Js + M is a valuation 
ring with quotient field L. Since Js + M C ( J1)pO CL, ( JI)p, is also a valuation 
ring, and JI is Prtifer as we wished to show. 
(i) Suppose that A is a nonzero Jinitely generated ideal of J1 contained in M. 
Then A has a basis of the form (a, k,a,..., k,,a} where the ki’s are nonzero 
elements of K. The ideal of J1 generated by such a set {a, k,a,..., k,a} is Wa + C 
where W is the J-submodule of Kgenerated by (1, k, ,..., k,} and C is the ideal of 
V consisting of all elements x of L such that x = 0 or v(x) > v(a). 
Proof. If x E JI and if y E V is such that v(y) > D(X), then y/x E M so that 
y = (y/x) x E Mx C JIx. Thus A has a basis of the form (a, a, ,..., a,} where 
v(a) = v(a,) = ... = v(a,). Hence, v(ai/a) = 0 for each i : ai/a = ki + m, 
for some nonzero element ki of K and some mi E M. Thus {a, a, ,..., a,} = 
{a, k,a + %a,..., k,a + m,a). But mia E J1a for each i so that A is generated 
by {a, ha,..., k,a}. Clearly, A contains Wa + C, and Wa + C contains the 
set {a, k,a,..., k,a}. But it is easily verified that Wa + C is an ideal of J1 . 
Hence, A = Wa + C, as we wished to show. 
(j) Suppose that K is the quotient field of J. If eachjnitely generated ideal of J 
has a basis of n elements, then each finitely generated ideal of JI has a basis of n 
elements. 
Proof. (c) and (d) show that each finitely generated ideal of J1 not 
contained in M has a basis of n elements. If A is a nonzero finitely generated 
ideal contained in M, (i) shows that A = Wa + C for some element a of A, 
for W = J + Jk, + -** + Jkln a finitely generated J-submodule of K, and 
where C = {X EL 1 x = 0 or v(x) > v(a)}. Therefore, W is a fractional ideal 
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of J, so that W = B/d = {b/d 1 b E B} for some ideal B of J and some nonzero 
element d of J. By assumption, B = (4 ,..., b,), so that 
W = J(W) + ..a + J(W). 
Finally, this implies that {b,a/d,..., b,a/d} is a basis of the ideal A of J1 . 
(k) Suppose that K is the quotient field of J. In order that each nonzero 
Jinitely generated ideal of J be of the form A, for some f in L, it is necessary and 
su@ient that J be a Bezout domain; that is, each finitely generated ideal of J is 
principal. 
Proof. (j) shows that if J is a Bezout domain, then J1 is also a Bezout 
domain. Hence, if J is a Bezout domain, then each nonzero finitely generated 
ideal of J1 is of the form A, . 
If J is not a Bezout domain, there are elements u, t of J such that (u, t) is 
not principal in J. We choose a nonzero element m of M and we show that the 
ideal (urn, tm) of J1 is not of the form A, for any t in L. It is easy to see that the 
only candidates for elements [ of L such that (urn, tm) = A, are those 
elements with v-value equal to -v(m). For any such f, however, we have 
E-1 E J1 so that A, = J&l n J1 = J&-l- Since (u, t) is not principal in 
J, (j) shows that (urn, tm) is not a principal ideal of J1 . Hence, A, f (urn, tm) 
for any f in L. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let J be a Dedekind domain which is not a principal ideal 
domain. Let K be the quotient field of J and suppose that u and t are elements 
of J which generate a nonprincipal ideal. V = K[[X]] is a valuation ring of 
the form K + M, where M = XV is the maximal ideal of V. We set 
II = J + M. BY (4-M h is a two-dimensional Prtifer domain. By (j), 
each finitely generated ideal of J1 has a basis of two elements. (Note that J1 is 
not Noetherian, for since J is integrally closed and J C K, K is not a finite 
J-module. In fact, in the general case J1 will be Noetherian if and only if V is 
rank one discrete, J is a field, and [K : J] < co.) But by the proof of (k), the 
ideal A = (uX, tX) is not of the form A, for any 6 in K[(X)]. Furthermore, 
A is contained in each maximal ideal M,+ of Jr , so that A = uA AM,, since 
A is not principal. And yet A has a basis of two elements. There is no element 
c of A such that A = A2 + (c), for any such c would clearly have to be of the 
form SX for some unit s of V. But for any such s, 
A2 + (sX) = (t2X2, tuX2, u2X2, sX) = (sX) C A. 
Finally, the ideal (t, u) of J1 provides us with an example showing that the 
answer to Matlis’ question mentioned in the paragraph following Corollary 2 
is “no” for if m is any element of M, there is no element a in Jr such that 
(m, a) L (t, u). N ote that for this particular example, the only m’s for which 
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such an x does exist are those given to us by Theorem 3-i.e., those m’s in 
(t, u) which belong to only finitely many maximal ideals of Jr . 
Remark 4.5 It is easy to show, from (a)-(k), that for any Priifer domain J, 
J and Jr have the same class group. In fact, if S(J) denotes the set of nonzero 
finitely generated fractional ideals of J, if ‘X(Ji) denotes the class group of J1 , 
and if we denote by F,’ the element of %?(jJ determined by a nonzero finitely 
generated fractional ideal Fl of Ji , then the mapping 4 : F -+ (FJ,)’ is a 
homomorphism of S(J) onto %(Ji) with kernel S(j), the set of nonzero 
principal fractional ideals of J. That ~5 is a homomorphism is clear, and (i) 
shows that 4 is onto. The kernel of 4 is obviously 9(J). 
Added in proof. H. S. Butts has recently communicated to us a result of one of his 
students, Philip Quartararo, and we have observed that this result can be obtained 
from Theorem 2. 
If A is an invertible ideal of a commutative ring R with identity, and if {Bi}‘j is a finite 
collection of ideals of R such that A C ~7~~ Bi , then A C Bi for some i. 
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